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‘Profitour’ 180 and 240 camera backpacks

Two with a large flap
The range of camera backpacks from Hama now includes two models that hold
a considerable amount of equipment and also offer sophisticated details,
namely the ‘Profitour’ 180 and ‘Profitour’ 240.
Both backpacks have adjustable hook-and-loop inner dividers that allow you to
divide the storage space in the way that suits you; a lens support provides a
secure hold for the camera.
The ‘Profitour’ 180 and the ‘Profitour’ 240 can accommodate one digital SLR
camera and two digital SLR cameras respectively, together with lenses and
additional accessories.
The backpacks are filled from the back, so the contents are well protected from
pickpockets. If you look more closely at the spaces to stash items, you will find
a padded tablet compartment on the inner back side, three inner compartments
for batteries and filters, four inner compartments for memory cards, one zip
compartment under the lid and one on it. On the outside there is a tripod holder
and a means to attach hiking sticks or similar items on both sides.
The Profitour backpacks cut a fine figure in matters of ergonomics, with
adjustable padded shoulder straps and waist belts, a back part with soft
padding, and a carrying handle. The integrated rain cover provides reliable
protection from the elements.

Further details for the ‘Profitour’ 180 camera backpack
- Weight: 1350 g
- Inside dimension (W x D x H): 27 x 16 x 32 cm
- For tablets with a maximum display size of 26 cm (10.2 inches)
- Height-adjustable chest strap with emergency whistle
- 2 mesh inner compartments for additional accessories
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- 2 large, elastic side pockets
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Further details for the ‘Profitour’ 240 camera backpack
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- Weight: 1950 g
- Inside dimension (W x D x H): 27 x 18 x 47 cm
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- For tablets with a maximum display size of 26 cm (10.2 inches)
- Height-adjustable chest strap with emergency whistle
- The backpack is divided into two separate photography sections.
- 2 large side pockets with zip closure
- 1 elastic side pocket
- 1 mesh inner compartment for additional accessories
- Zip pouches on the right and left side of the waist belt

Item no. 00139841 ‘Profitour’ 180 camera backpack
Item no. 00139842 ‘Profitour’ 240 camera backpack
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